I<br>FA NEXT SHOWCASE
Start-ups, brands, institutes and alliances present digital inspirations.
→ The most innovative presentations of the year
→ Opportunities for new partnerships
→ Networking with partners
→ New business contacts
→ Spectacular setting
→ More than 200 companies from 25 countries are expected, incl. 150 start-ups

IFANEXT.COM
and IFA App

堂著エージェンシー・パートナー

I<br>FA NEXT GRAND THEATER

ለንይሆን በወረድ ወልል።

THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION IN MOBILITY – FUTURE NEEDS, INNOVATIONS AND VISIONS
IFA’s convention on future mobility explores how new technologies are changing the way we think, live and drive.

6 Sep. 10:30 a.m. • Richard Yu (CEO, Consumer Business Group, Huawei)
7 Sep. 10:30 a.m. • Anthony Wood (CEO, Roku, Inc.)
7 Sep. 2 p.m. • Hakan Bulgurlu (CEO, Arçelik)

- Free entry for trade visitors, exhibitors and members of the press

Updates and tickets:
ifaplussummit.com